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THG fan loses her mind
by Ruth Murai
People Editor

“NOOOOO!” I scream at my parents, just seconds before lunging toward the outlet where 
the television is plugged in. I rip the cords out of the wall and begin to slice at the wires 
with the hatchet I keep on me at all times. My parents protest, but they’re much too late. 
The screen has gone dead and the audio has turned off. They will have to find somewhere 
else to watch Dancing With the Stars.

No matter how many times I tell my parents, they refuse to remember this very simple 
fact, perhaps the only fact that has allowed me to remain alive to this moment: the Capi-
tol is always watching. Katniss Everdeen never lets down her guard, so neither will I. The 
television we watch is a perfect way for the Capitol to gain intel about the Revolution, and 
I refuse to be a traitor. 

It’s typical that my parents ignore my warnings about espionage. They tell me constantly, 
“Alice stop this nonsense, it’s just a book” and “Alice, there’s no actual revolution happening.
You do know that right?” I ignore these ignorant comments for several reasons. 

1) I no longer respond to the name Alice, I am now Iboyla Holloway, for that is the  
name they would call me in Panem. 

2) That’s exactly what they want you to think. 
Of course the Capitol is passing off the Hunger Games as “fiction.” Can you imagine the 

uprising that would be on their hands if the public acknowledged the truth behind Suzanne 
Collins’ words? Everyone is paying attention to Edward Snowden, calling him a true hero and 
“whistleblower,” but if anyone had been paying attention to the truth of the Hunger Games 
trilogy, it would have already been obvious that the government is reading our e-mails. 
Frankly, I think that’s the least of our issues.

I prepare myself constantly for the full-on war that I know will begin once the truth 
about the Hunger Games comes out. In the morning I take several sedatives to build up my 
immunity against them, as I find that to be a huge flaw in even Katniss Everdeen’s brilliance. 
Every time she gets worked up, they give her a sedative and she falls asleep. I will not fall 
for that trick. After taking my sedatives, I do survival training, mostly consisting of me 
building fires. This takes hardly any time at all thanks to the electric fireplace in my living 
room. After the fire has been lit, I go outside to catch some small animals. My biggest catch 
so far has been a wasp, but I let it go before I could cook it on the off chance it might be 
a small tracker jacker. 

In addition to my survival training, I constantly enhance my skills in hand-to-hand combat. 
I have a yellow belt in karate and a certificate of completion for a Krav Maga class I took at 
the JCC, and the hard work has been worth it. I am ready for any impending attacks from 
the Capitol and I expect to be placed on Katniss’ special forces squad when the time comes.

When I’m not working out I’m usually making other sorts of preparations. I repeat the 
most motivational lines from the Hunger Games to myself daily, like a mantra. “I volunteer 
as tribute. I volunteer. I volunteer as tribute.” Once, when I had repeated this phrase 349 
times in a row, I lost consciousness.

Last week, my parental units took me to the hospital after one incident in which I 
attempted to carve the symbol of the Mockingjay into my own skin by repeatedly giving 
myself papercuts with pages from Catching Fire. The process was slow and painful and the 
doctors said I hadn’t even really cut deep enough for the injury to scar, but my efforts were 
symbolic at least. 

So, fellow Hunger Games fans, enthusiasts, followers, and even disciples, remember that 
there is no possible way to take your love for the Hunger Games, and the Revolution too 
far. Nothing is far enough. Commit arson to spread awareness for Catching Fire. Dye your 
eyelashes pink. Kill smaller and weaker children to come out on top. Whatever it takes.

Yankee releases new scents

Dogs dress up for Halloween

by Hana Beach
Editor-in-Chief

Many wonderful scents come with the changing seasons. The transition from 
warm to cold weather has some of the most memorable scents: pumpkin spice 
latte, baked pumpkin seeds, and cinnamon. This year Yankee Candle has 
taken the metaphorical road less traveled and created scents that embody 
every aspect of fall. To those few ignorant people who do not know about 
these delicious scents, let me enlighten you. 

Yankee Candle is a company that manufactures the most enticing 
scents known to mankind. Last year’s best scent was Schnitzel with 
Noodle, part of the Sound of Music collection.  This year’s Yankee Candle 
scents were some of the best I have ever smelled. These new scents will 
definitely help me deal with my seasonal depression.

Wet Leaves: This scent really embodies fall. It is a great contrast 
to boring scents like cinnamon, and roasting fire. Wet Leaves will 
bring the wonderful scent of rainy earthworm mush into your house.

Rotten Halloween Pumpkin Spice Latte: This scent is a fun play 
on a fall classic. Rotten Halloween Pumpkin Spice Latte fills your 
house with an intense aroma of the Starbucks favorite Spice Latte, 
and that iconic rotting Halloween pumpkin. Let me just say that this 
smell can really give your house that fall smell. Don’t worry; there is 
a faint hint of smelly homeless man in this candle if you were worried 
that this smell was too traditional. 

Football gear that has been left in a car on a hot day: This scent is 
very complex. Initially, I hated the smell. However, as I began to really smell it I feel an intense nostalgia. I 
have never smelled anything as potent as my brother’s football gear that has “accidentally” been left in the car. 

Cockroach left alive under trash bin that later died: Mmmmmm. The best one yet, the smell is a mixture 
between the wonderful Justin Bieber perfume line The Key and super cute dying cockroach. 

Leftover Indian food: Yankee Candle took some liberties with this scent. Refrigerated indian food captures 
that smell of weeks old Chicken Tikka Masala sitting in your fridge when you are busy eating your Thanksgiving 
leftovers. The smell is true to its name. This scent quickly fills your house leaving no room untouched.

Yankee Candles’ fall line is one the best candle lines I have ever smelled. Not only do these delectable scents 
come in candle form but you can get car fresheners as well. If you want your house to have that magical fall 
smell, then these candles are for you.

by Rheagan Rizio
Sports Editor
     Halloween is a time of terror, ghosts and ghouls, and candy. But most importantly, it is a time of fun, and a 
time for everyone to dress up in kooky costumes to show off their personalities. But while you may think that 
your costume is the most important thing in the world, it’s not. You and your costume don’t matter; they are 
extremely unimportant. The only costume that matters, the only ensemble that everyone wants to see, is the 
one your dog is wearing. Here are a few prime examples of dog costumes you may want to consider this year:

Hot Dog: Now don’t dismiss this before you read about it. You may think “oh wow, this is super unoriginal, 
just a dog wearing a bun, so lame.” Well, sorry to tell you, but you absolutely couldn’t be more wrong. When 
we say hot dog, we mean a hot dog. Buy your furry friend a wig, stick on some sunglasses and a fashionable 
dress, and add some bright red lipstick if you’re feeling daring. Your dog will be the 
envy of all other canines.

Dancer: Your dog is just dying to “rouge his knees and pull 
his stockings down,” and what better way to do this than to 
dress up as a dancer like the ones in the hit musical Chicago? 
A form-fitting black leotard worn with booties: a must. Some 
legwarmers will complete this look. And if a home owner doesn’t 
give your dog any treat and suffers an unfortunate accident after? 
Well, don’t worry about that, because “they had it coming.” 

Present (Two for One): Is your dog lonely and unable to find 
a match made in heaven? Well, look no further, we have the perfect 
costume for you. In this costume, your dog will look like he is carrying 
a present with another dog, but actually he’s rocking that present solo, 
and the other dog is merely part of the costume. Your dog can trick the 
neighbors into thinking he’s taken, and may even get a doggie date out of it, if one of his friends becomes 
territorial. Plus, it may make him feel good about himself, and give him the confidence he needs to go out and 
get himself a partner.

Cat: I know, right? Genius. Who would ever have thought that man’s best friend could dress up as his mortal 
enemy for Halloween? These are different times, dogs and cats can in fact be friends. And why not celebrate 
these new advances in canine-feline relationships by having your dog dress as his new best friend? The two of 
them may have competed for food in the past, but dogs are now man’s (and woman’s) best friend— the time is 
now for cats to become dog’s best friend. 

by Anna Esslinger 
Culture Editor

Many of you are probably aware of the overwhelming love that white girls have 
for Fall. Loose-fitting sweaters, Uggs, pumpkin spice lattés, Lululemon leggings, 
infinity scarves, knitted headbands, almond croissants, and fall Instagram expan-
sion packs: they love them. What many of you don’t know is why these girls 
love the cooler months so much.

Their love for autumn goes all the way back to the Salem Witch Trials. 
Dating back to 1692, witches in Salem were constantly in fear of being 
revealed. Summer, spring, and winter were fearful times for these poor 
witches, but fall was a safe haven. As years have passed, young white girls 
have to come to appreciate their safe season. Some maybe even worship it. 

To most, the pumpkin spice latté is a festive, spicy drink, but to white girls it 
is an ancient elixir known for strengthening their power. Just one venti PSL gives a 
witch the ability to move things with her mind, turn people into stone, and conjure 
the dead. Now just imagine how many powers a young witch acquires over the autumnal 
months when she drinks two to three pumpkin spice lattés a day. 

You may remember from Roald Dahl’s children’s book Witches that witches have oddly 
shaped feet. It has been scientifically proven that in the summer, when the weather is 
warm, witch feet have the ability to take a more human shape. Unfortunately, as winter 
and fall approach their feet return to their more wretched state and witches must find ways 
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to hide their abnormalities, hence, Ugg boots. 
Other tendencies of white girls in fall can be easily explained due to witch-

craft. Why do they love Lululemon leggings so much? Simple. Lululemon is 
just a corporate brand for young, athletic witches and their leggings have a 

striking resemblance to witches’ stockings. Why do they love Instagram so 
much? Instagram filters perfectly cover up any witch-like warts or boils 

they may have. Why do they go to so many bikram and hot pilates 
classes? Riding a broom requires strong abdominals. 

I know this news of witchcraft may come as a surprise to 
many of you, but witches have not actually been all that dis-
creet. Popular movies and TV shows regarding witches, such as 
Hocus Pocus, American Horror Story: Coven, and The Witches 
of Eastwick have all premiered during fall. What you may 
think are umbrella holders at Starbucks (a popular place for 
witches, see Pumpkin Spice Latté) are actually broom holders. 
And if you look closely, you will find a witchcraft board on every 

white girl’s Pinterest.
So next time you make fun of a girl for calling autumn “sweater 

weather” or for looking like she had recently slain a baby lamb while wearing Ugg boots, just 
remember she easily could have slain the lamb whose fur she is wearing on her feet, so she 
could just as easily slay you. 
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